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To check the tuning yourself, play every note in the system and look for the light to go on with
every note, indicating you are playing it correctly. Then tune the next note you play, and watch

the light sequence. If it stays on the light, then you are still in tuning. Plain Wax - Plain or
natural wax is the type of wax found at a hardware store. It usually works well and does not
produce any of the problems caused by cracked wax, however, you can never be sure what

kind of wax other dealers use. Some dealers use an oily wax, and it may eventually break down
the tuning mechanism of an accordion. To increase the life of the reed tongues in your

accordion, you should avoid using plain or oil rubbed wax. The oil mixed into the wax tends to
wear down the reed tongue surfaces. This may cause reed tongues to vibrate too loosely, or to
distort. If you want to wax your reed tongues after playing on an accordion, wipe the wax off
the reed tongues by running a damp cloth over it. Realistic Accent and Touch Keys Realistic
Accent and Touch Keys for the touch screen and keyboard of the Dirks Accordion. Keys are

designed to be configured to act as ordinary keys, or to accent notes that are already played or
that are being played on top. The accent keys themselves are activated only when the Dirks

Accordion touch screen key is in use and, of course, when a note is activated by a key stroke.
Of course, if a note is played when any of the accent keys are pressed, the keys are still shown

in blue and are not reset. You can specify up to 50 different accent keys for the Dirks
Accordion. Some accent keys may only operate on notes that are already in the playing range,
while other keys can be set to accent notes that are being played, or are about to be played.
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